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MOTIVATION

Hunting for the gamma strength
The experimental techniques suffer of some sever restrictions
Stable-nuclei targets
(partly overcome by surrogate method for nuclei close to the target)
We propose an idea for a method that could be:
independent of the target A,Z numbers
capable to scan a large continuous range in the chart of the nuclides
(possibility to investigate systematics and singularities)
based on the gamma emission from an excited nucleus

OUTLINE

Experimental evidence of even-odd staggering in the yields
GSI results: a powerful overview
Understanding the even-odd staggering of light fragments
Æ implication on our knowledge on level density
Understanding the even-odd staggering of heavy fragments
Æ implication on our knowledge on radiative widths
The possible new method for gamma strength measurements

Experimental evidence of even-odd staggering in the yields
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Evaporation residues:
Which are the characteristics of this type of final yields?
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Yields of nuclei with even Z
are enhanced

Yields of nuclides with even
N=Z number are enhanced

Nowadays we can tell much more...

A powerful overview: GSI data
Use of high-resolution magnetic spectrometers to measure production yields:
- full Z, A identification
- entire production range
- very precise measurement
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A powerful overview: GSI data

Fragmentation data:
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Data reveal complex structural effects!
M. V. Ricciardi et al., Nucl. Phys. A 733 (2004) 299

Experimental results for
56Fe
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fragmentation

on Ti at 1000 A MeV
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Same complex behavior observed in a large bulk of new data

Can we explain this complex behavior?
Let's test the idea that the staggering in evaporation residues correlates with
the binding energy
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Overview on the staggering in the binding energy
Extra binding energy associated with the presence of congruent pairs:
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It is not the binding energy
responsible for the staggering
in the cross sections

Then, how can we explain this complex behavior?
We have this picture in mind:
collision
E.g.:
transfer
abrasion

compound
nucleus

cold fragment

without structure

with structure
evaporation

The compound nucleus is hot and structureless
In each evaporation step the mass and excitation energy are reduced.
The new compound nucleus is still structureless.
Only below Ecritical (~10 MeV) structural effect can exist
Below 10 MeV of excitation energy particle evaporation normally stops
Æ we test the idea that pairing is restored in the last evaporation step, i.e.
the even-odd effect in the yields is determined in the last evaporation step

Main features of fragmentation reactions

evaporation
attractor line
R. J. Charity, PRC 58 (1998)

asymptotic behavior

The dominant particle-decays
in the last evaporation step
are n and p emission

Understanding the staggering in the yields
Last step in the evaporation cascade
(assuming only n and p evaporation)
Possible E*

daughter

mother

mother

Understanding the staggering in the yields
Last step in the evaporation cascade
(assuming only n and p evaporation)

The lowest particle separation energy is the key quantity!

The key role of the separation energy
"Energy range" = "Particle threshold" = min(Sn, Sp)
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The complex features of the even-odd staggering are
reproduced in this fishbone pattern!

Staggering in yields vs. min(Sn,Sp)
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Production cross sections (mb)
Staggering in binding energy (MeV)
Particle threshold = lowest particle separation energy (MeV)
The lowest particle separation energy reproduces perfectly the staggering

Conclusions concerning the even-odd staggering
in light evaporation residues
The even-odd staggering of final nuclei which have experienced a
particle-decay de-excitation process (evaporation) is determined in
the last evaporation step
in other words:
Structural properties do not survive in excited nuclei, but the pairing
interaction is restored once the nucleus falls below the critical
energy
The characteristics of the staggering correlate strongly with the
lowest n p particle separation energy of the final experimentally
observed nuclei.
The phase-space, which is related to the level density, is not the
relevant quantity anymore in the last evaporation step: It is the
separation energy, which gives the range of excitation energy, which
"catches" the evaporation flux in particle-stable states.
M. V. Ricciardi et al., submitted to PRC,

arXiv:1007.0386

What happens to heavy evaporation residues?

we expect to observe a strong even-odd staggering

Heavy evaporation residues: Experimental data
We do not see the expected even-odd staggering!
1 A GeV 208Pb on p

T. Enqvist et al.
NPA 686 (2001) 481

The even-odd effect for heavy residues:
why does it disappear?
∆=

12
A

makes the even-odd staggering reduce but not disappear

Angular momentum?

1 GeV p +

208Pb

Angular momentum: rather low for most pre-fragments
In Fe+Ti: similar or higher angular momentum Æ strong e.o. staggering!

Could be gamma emission responsible for the
disappearing of the even-odd staggering?
we go from
here
to
there

The population of pre-fragments will remain always smooth as long as the
excitation energy remains above the pairing critical energy
Only when the excitation energy drops eventually below
the pairing critical energy (typically in the last evaporation step)
pairing correlations are established and even-odd structures may appear
The population of parent nuclei in the last evaporation step is still smooth.
We test the idea that parent nuclei in certain conditions do not further decay
by particle emission but cool down by gamma decay

The competition with gamma decay
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ABLA07 (continue)

Modeling of Γγ in ABLA07
To test the possible competition of gamma decay we calculated the gamma decay
width with a simple parameterisation of A.V. Ignatyuk (Proceed. Bologna 2000)

Results
Γγ=0

Γγ
Ignatyuk

The ratio Γparticle/Γγ is sensitive to the strength of even-odd staggering!

The ratio Γparticle/Γγ is sensitive to
the strength of even-odd staggering!
Potentially a powerful method because:
•
•
•
•

not limited to the stability of a target
in principle usable also to investigate extremely exotic nuclei
investigates gamma emission from an excited nucleus (astrophysics)
could lead to study systematic tendencies along the chart of the
nuclides
• could lead to find out peculiarities of some specific nuclide deviating
from systematic
Things to be considered:
• one must fix the contribution of angular momentum (benchmark on light
fragments)
• it requires knowledge on the first excited states (the knowledge exists)
• it could require very precise measurement of production cross sections
(question of beam time)
• more...

CONCLUSIONS
Experimental study of even-odd staggering in the yields bring interesting
information on our understanding of the last evaporation step
The phase-space, which is related to the level density, is not the relevant
quantity anymore in the last evaporation step: It is the separation energy,
which gives the range of excitation energy, which "catches" the evaporation
flux in particle-stable states.
In heavy fragments, the competition between gamma and particle decay
becomes relevant in the last evaporation step
The strength of the even-odd staggering in the data is sensitive to the ratio
between gamma and particle decay width
The strength of the even-odd staggering in the data could lead to a possible
new method for the investigation the total radiative widths
Thank you!
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